
Services & Pricing

Standard Scan of Loose Photos* 
Standard Scan of Loose Photos* - 500+ bulk rate
Specialty Scanning of Loose Items**
Negatives
Slides - 35mm (ask about other sizes)
Removing/Replacing Photos in Albums or Frames***
Optional: Files returned on flash drive
Optional: Files returned on external hard drive

$.60/image
$.50/image
$.70/image
$.70/image
$.70/image

$75/hour
$25
$75

Photos & Images 

Photos

Photo digitization services include:
Photos scanned at 600dpi, and slides and negatives at 1800 dpi. Images
are saved as .jpg files, but other image file types are available by request. 
Minor editing of scanned images if needed, such as correcting rotation,
cropping when needed, and sharpening/denoising to produce the best
result possible given the age and quality of the original image. 
Embedding metadata into the .jpg file when available. Metadata is
information about the photo such as dates, people’s names, events,
locations, etc. which makes your photo collection searchable and easier
to organize. 
If photos are provided in a certain order, that order will be maintained. If
not, I’ll create a basic organizing structure.
Images are delivered to you in a private, secure online gallery where you
can view and download your full resolution files to your preferred storage.
Your online gallery will remain open for 90 days after our project is
complete. We can also assist you with getting them into the cloud storage
of your choice if you wish for an additional hourly charge. 

*Standard Scan is a photo 8"x10" or smaller without glue, tape or sticky substances on
either the front or back of photo.
**Specialty Scan is a photo larger than 8" x 10", an album page, newsprint, photos with
glue, tape, or sticky backs, or other fragile materials requiring a flatbed scanner.
***You are encouraged to remove your photos from albums and frames before giving
them to us for scanning. However, we provide this service at an hourly charge for your
convenience. 

Pix & Pieces respects copyright laws and the rights of intellectual property owners. Therefore, we
may be unable to digitize or convert certain material. 
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Digitizing Services & Pricing

Convert DVD or CD to .mp4, .mov, or .mp3
Convert other digital and online formats to
.mp4, .mov, or .mp3
VHS tapes, film reels, and audio tapes
(shipped to FOREVER’s Digitization Center in
Green Bay). 

$20/disk
Ask for Quote

Ask for Quote

Film & Video

Video & Audio Conversion

Pix & Pieces respects copyright laws and the rights of intellectual property owners. Therefore, we
may be unable to digitize or convert certain material. 

Trimming the beginning & end of the files to eliminate blank space.
Adding metadata with capture date, keywords, locations, and other info. 
Your video files are returned to you for viewing in a private, secure online gallery.
You can download your full resolution files from this gallery into whatever
storage system you prefer, or I can assist you with getting them into the cloud
storage of your choice.

All conversion services provided in-house include:

Optional Add-Ons to Video & Audio Conversions:
Cut converted video file into multiple clips
Video files returned on a flash drive
Video files returned on an external hard drive

$75/hour
$25
$75
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